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2009 Weapons Development Strategy

Near Term (0-2 years)
Field

- Modular Shotgun
- M110 SASS
- M2A1
- M240L
- M320 GL
- Expand Carbine Issue
- Rifle Combat Optic

Short Term (2-5 years)
Field / Develop

- Individual Carbine
- Sub-compact
- Long Range Anti-personnel
- Modular Handgun System
- Suppressors
- Machinegun Configurations
- Dual Combat Optic
- Heavy Machinegun Day Optic

Mid Term (5+ years)
Develop / Evaluate

- Counter Defilade Target Engagement
- Future Weapons
  - Advanced Ammo
  - Advanced Fire Control
  - Commonality / Family Concept
  - Light Weight Small Arms (Case-telescopic Ammo)
Other Small Arms Initiatives

- Effects Based Standard
- Higher Fidelity Operational Metrics
- Small Arms Modeling and Simulation
- Arms Room Concept
- Approved Procurement Equipment List
- Functional Solution Analysis (complete SA CBA)
- Post Combat Survey
- Small Arms Website